TRAVELING TO PRESENT PAPERS AT PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS or to apply knowledge and gain experience in summer internships makes the Carolina education even more valuable. Knowing how important these experiences are, UNC Professor Gary Koch, PhD, issued a challenge to alumni. He will match every dollar donated to student travel funds.

Anne Clayton was one of many students who benefited from the School’s student travel funds. “It was so valuable to get to Tanzania last summer and see first-hand how programs work. I saw real challenges and barriers and also saw how USAID works with other governments to incorporate and plan,” says Anne. She is earning her master’s degree in maternal and child health and a certificate in global health. Without these funds, the trip would have been impossible for her to afford. “Having a context for what I am doing is quite relevant,” Anne says. “I feel more engaged and gain experience in more relevant,” Anne says. She feels that her experiences are, UNC values. She values her experiences as, UNC values. She values her experiences as, UNC values.

Create travel opportunities for students by supporting the School’s student travel fund. Complete the enclosed gift envelope and invest in broadening our students’ experiences.

**My experiences at the UNC School of Public Health were quite instrumental in my personal and professional development and growth. My research opportunities at the School in environmental justice, environmental health disparities, and community-based participatory research helped provide the foundation for my current and future research and advocacy endeavors.”**

**DR. S. CARY WILSON**
Ph.D. 2005
Department of Environmental Sciences and Engineering
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